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Abstract
Currently, trajectory behaviour as one part of the driving style of an automated car is
mostly implemented as a lane-centric position. However, drivers show quite different
preferences, especially in combination with oncoming traffic. A driving simulator
study was conducted to investigate seemingly natural reactive driving trajectories on
rural roads. 53 subjects, 30 experienced and 23 inexpereinced drivers, tested a static
and a reactive trajectory behaviour. There were twelve oncoming traffic scenarios
with vehicle variations in type (trucks or cars), quantity (one or two in a row) and
position (with or without lateral offset to the road centre) in balanced order. Results
show that reactive trajectory behaviour leads to significantly higher acceptance, trust
and subjectively experienced driving performance among experienced drivers.
Smaller lane width (2.75 m) and oncoming trucks result in lower perceived safety.
Lateral offset to the road centre and the number of oncoming vehicles lead to lower
safety ratings. Interestingly, for the group of inexperienced drivers, no significant
differences between the experimental conditions could be found. Driving experience
can hence be stated as being linked to driving style preferences in automated driving.
Results help to design an accepted, preferred and trustfully trajectory behaviour for
automated vehicles.
State of literature and knowledge
Sensory and algorithmic developments enable an increasing implementation of
automation in the automotive sector. Ergonomic studies on highly automated driving
constitute essential aspects for a later acceptance and use of highly automated vehicles
(Banks & Stanton, 2015; Elbanhawi et al., 2015). In addition to studies on driving task
transfer or out-of-the-loop issues, there is not yet sufficient knowledge on how people
want to be driven in a highly automated vehicle (Gasser, 2013; Radlmayr &
Bengler, 2015; Siebert et al., 2013). First insights show that preferences regarding the
perception and rating of driving styles are widely spread. Many subjects prefer their
own or a very similar driving style and reject other driving styles that include e.g. very
high acceleration and deceleration rates or small longitudinal and lateral distances to
other road users (Festner, 2016; Griesche & Nicolay, 2016). Studies show that swift,
anticipatory, safe and seemingly natural driving styles are prioritized
(Bellem et al., 2016; Hartwich et al., 2015). In existing literature, trajectory behaviour
as one part of the driving style is mostly implemented as a lane-centric position of the
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vehicle in the lane. From a technical point of view this is a justifiable and logical
conclusion, but drivers show quite different preferences, especially in curves and in
case of oncoming traffic (Bellem et al., 2017; Lex et al., 2017). In manual driving,
subjects cut left and right curves and react on oncoming traffic by moving to the right
edge of the lane. When meeting heavy traffic, subjects’ reactions are even greater
(Dijksterhuis et al., 2012; Mecheri et al., 2017; Schlag & Voigt, 2015). The
implementation of this behaviour into an automated driving style includes high
potential to improve the driving experience in an automated car. Previous studies
(Rossner & Bullinger, 2018; Rossner & Bullinger, 2019) with experienced drivers
showed tendencies to higher perceived safety, significantly higher driving comfort
and driving joy as well as preferences for a seemingly natural reactive trajectory
behaviour based on manual driving. Type of the oncoming traffic as well as lane width
had an influence on perceived safety. A small lane width and oncoming trucks resulted
in lower perceived safety. There was an effect of quantity and position of oncoming
traffic, too. Vehicles with a lateral offset to the road centre led to lower safety ratings
as well as more approaching vehicles. However, the question of driving experience’s
influence has not yet been explored. To gain insights in the importance of driving
experience, an experiment has been set up parallel to previous research, but with
inexperienced drivers who have not yet developed an individual driving style. Results
are compared between the different user groups and an outlook on further studies is
provided.
Method and variables
The aim of the study was to investigate seemingly natural reactive driving trajectories
on rural roads in an oncoming traffic scenario to better understand people’s
preferences regarding driving styles. A fixed-based driving simulator (Fig. 1) with an
adjustable automated driving function was used to conduct a within-subject design
experiment. 53 subjects, 30 experienced and 23 inexpereinced drivers, tested a static
and a reactive trajectory behaviour on the most common lane widths in Germany:
2.75 m and 3.00 m. This resulted in four experimental conditions that were presented
in randomized order to minimize potential systematic biases. All subjects of the
experienced group were at least 25 years old and had a minimum driving experience
of 2.000 km last year and 10.000 km over the last five years. The inexperienced drivers
had no to a few hours driving experience (see Table 1 for details). The static trajectory
behaviour kept the car in the centre of the lane throughout the whole experiment
whereas the reactive trajectory behaviour moved to the right edge of the lane when
meeting oncoming traffic.

Figure 1. Driving simulator with instructor centre (left) and an exemplary subject (right)
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Figure 2. Variations of oncoming traffic, resultant lateral distances to the ego-vehicle on two
different lane widths and in two different trajectory behaviour models

There were twelve oncoming traffic scenarios that varied in type (trucks and cars),
quantity (one or two in a row) and position (cars in the middle of the oncoming lane
and cars with lateral offset to the road centre) in balanced order – see Fig. 2. The
participants were required to observe the driving as a passenger of an automated car.
During the drive subjects’ main feedback tool was an online handset control to
measure perceived safety as shown in Fig. 3. This tool provides information about the
occurrence of safety concerns in each location of the track and could be recorded in
sync with video, eye-tracking, physiological or driving data (Hartwich et al., 2015).
After each experimental condition subjects filled in questionnaires regarding
acceptance (Van der Laan et al., 1997), trust in automation (Jian et al., 2000) and
subjectively experienced driving performance (Voß & Schwalm, 2017) and were
interviewed at the end of the study.

0
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Figure 3. Handset control (left) and visual feedback (right) to measure perceived safety while
driving highly automated. Higher values indicate higher perceived safety.
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Table 1. Subjects characteristics
Number

Driver’s licence holding
[years]

Age
M

SD

M

SD

Mileage last five years
[km]
M

SD

Experienced drivers
female

12

29.8

7.9

10.6

4.2

40,083

32,745

male

18

30.9

6.8

11.9

6.1

68,333

43,661

total

30

30.4

7.1

11.3

5.3

54,208

41,501

Inexperienced drivers
female

14

16.8

0.4

/

/

/

/

male

9

16.9

0.3

/

/

/

/

total

23

16.8

0.4

/

/

/

/

Results
Ratings of acceptance, trust and subjectively experienced driving performance were
compared performing two-factor ANOVAs with repeated measurements including
lane width and trajectory behaviour. Fig. 4 shows the mean values of the dependent
variables for all four drives, whereas Table 2 describes the overall and interaction
effects of the two independent variables.
Acceptance
Within-subject tests show no difference for the usefulness scale, but significantly
lower satisfaction ratings for the static trajectory behaviour, F(1, 29) = 8.038, p = .008,
p2 = .217, and for the 2.75 m lane condition, F(1, 29) = 5.193, p = .030, p2 = .152,
for experienced drivers. As seen in Figure 4, subjects tend to differentiate more
between trajectory behaviours on the 2.75 m lane condition. No interaction effect
between lane width and trajectory behaviour is found (Table 2). No significant
differences between the experimental conditions are found for inexperienced drivers.
Trust
Within-subject tests show significantly lower trust ratings for the 2.75 m lane
condition, F(1, 29) = 12.103, p = .002, p2 = .294, and the static trajectory behaviour,
F(1, 29) = 10.587, p = .003, p2 = .267, for experienced drivers. As seen in Figure 4,
subjects tend to differentiate more between trajectory behaviours on the 2.75 m lane
condition. No interaction effect between lane width and trajectory behaviour is found
(Table 2). No significant differences between the experimental conditions are found
for inexperienced drivers.
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Student drivers

Usefulness scale (acceptance) rating from -2 to +2
2
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2
1
0
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7
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0
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reactive

Figure 4. Mean values of acceptance (usefulness and satisfaction), trust and SEDP
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Subjectively Experienced Driving Behaviour (SEDP)
Within-subject tests show significantly lower SEDP ratings for the 2.75 m lane
condition, F(1, 29) = 12.537, p = .001, p2 = .302, and the static trajectory behaviour,
F(1, 29) = 7.483, p = .011, p2 = .205, for experienced drivers. As seen in Figure 4,
subjects differentiate between all four experimental conditions. No interaction effect
between lane width and trajectory behaviour is found (Table 2). No significant
differences between the experimental conditions are found for inexperienced drivers.
Table 2. Results of two-factor ANOVASs with repeated measurements including lane width
and trajectory beahaviour
Dep. variables

F

p

ηp²

Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory behaviour x lane width
Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory behaviour x lane width
Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory behaviour x lane width
Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory x lane width
Inexperienced drivers

3.399
2.757
.454
8.038
5.193
2.187
10.419
11.843
2.205
7.700
13.044
.113

.075
.108
.506
.008
.030
.150
.003
.002
.148
.010
.001
.739

.105
.087
.015
.217
.152
.070
.264
.290
.071
.210
.310
.004

Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory behaviour x lane width
Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory behaviour x lane width
Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory behaviour x lane width
Trajectory behaviour
Lane width
Trajectory x lane width

.627
1.980
.071
.207
.357
.842
2.461
.080
.626
.199
.778
3.458

.437
.173
.792
.653
.556
.369
.131
.779
.437
.660
.387
.076

.028
.083
.003
.009
.016
.037
.101
.004
.028
.009
.034
.136

Independent variables
Experienced driver

usefulness scale
(acceptance)
satisfaction scale
(acceptance)

trust

SEDP

usefulness scale

satisfaction scale

trust

SEDP
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Handset control results
For a detailed analysis, the handset control data was reversed and cumulated for all
subjects to identify clusters that represent low perceived safety. Fig. 5 (experienced
drivers) and Fig. 6 (inexperienced drivers) give an overview of the whole test route
with its different types of oncoming traffic and show highlights for the absence of
high perceived safety – hereafter stated as perceived safety concerns.
The graphs show the static and the reactive trajectory behaviour in comparison on
2.75 m (upper section) and 3.00 m (bottom section) lane width each. The maximum
of perceived safety concerns is 300 (10 as maximum per subject x 30 subjects) for the
group of experienced drivers and 230 (10 x 23) for the group of inexperienced drivers.
For example, a data point of 80 can arise of 10 participants feeling complete unsafe
or 20 people experiencing mid perceived safety.
Remarkably, the data for the inexperienced drivers shows no tendencies. When
looking at the distribution of the descriptive data for experienced drivers, several
tendencies of perceived safety concerns are able to be observed that are conform to
the questionnaire results. Wider lanes and reactive trajectory behaviour lead to higher
perceived safety. The feedback of the handset control set allows a more detailed and
situation-specific analysis. Position, type and quantity of oncoming traffic do also
have an influence on perceived safety (assumption based on descriptive data,
inference statistical evaluation in progress):
1.
2.
3.

More approaching vehicles lead to higher perceived safety concerns.
Oncoming traffic with lateral offset to the road centre leads to more perceived
safety concerns than lane-centric oncoming traffic.
Heavy traffic (e.g. trucks in this experiment) lead to higher perceived safety
concerns. Further analysis is going to include correlations between perceived
safety concerns and number, type and positon of oncoming traffic as well as cross
lane width evaluations.
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Figure 5. Cumulated handset control feedback of perceived safety concerns for
experienced drivers
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Figure 6. Cumulated handset control feedback of perceived safety concerns for
inexperienced drivers
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Conclusion and outlook
The aim of the study was to investigate seemingly natural reactive driving
trajectories on rural roads in an oncoming traffic scenario to better understand
people’s preferences regarding driving styles. The use of manual drivers’ trajectories
as basis for implementing highly automated driving trajectories showed high
potential to increase perceived safety (Bellem et al., 2017; Lex et al., 2017;
Rossner & Bullinger, 2018; Rossner & Bullinger, 2019). Data from the experienced
drivers revealed significantly higher acceptance (only satisfaction scale), trust and
SEDP for the reactive trajectory. We also identified traffic density, lateral position
and type of oncoming vehicles as factors that influence perceived safety during
automated driving. In order to better understand the impact of these different
aspects, further inference statistical and correlation analysis should be conducted.
Based on the results so far, it is concluded that factors which influence perceived
safety in manual driving (Lex et al., 2017; Dijksterhuis et al., 2012; Mecheri et al.,
2017; Schlag & Voigt, 2015) are also factors influencing perceived safety during
highly automated driving. As drivers cannot react to oncoming traffic by shifting to
the right edge of the lane, the automated vehicle has to do so to increase perceived
safety and driving comfort of the passenger. Therefore, it seems most relevant to
investigate manual trajectory behaviour in more detail to implement better reactive
trajectories that include less negative side effects and lead to a better driving
experience. For the inexperienced drivers, no effects for trajectory behaviour and
lane width were found. A possible explanation is obviously the absence of driving
experience which leads to the absence of a personal driving style. Without this
personal driving style, preferences as a baseline against which the automated driving
style can be compared, are missing. Additionally, witout driving experience critical
driving situations can rather not be distinguished from uncritical driving situations.
It is also possible that there exists more trust in automation within the group of
inexperienced drivers. Another influencing factor might be the questionnaires that
were developed to analyse the behaviour, attitude and perception of experienced and
therefore older drivers. In sum, it can be concluded that the results provide an
interesting outlook for the future when people may grow up with much more
automation and devising driving styles will follow other paradigms than today. For
the near future and thus for a set of experienced drivers, it is important to note that a
positive driving experience has the potential to improve the acceptance of highly
automated vehicles (Siebert et al., 2013; Hartwich et al., 2015) and therefore has
both ergonomic and economic benefits.
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